PAL’s young staff members who are now training staff members to be professionals in New York City, Marcel continued to grew to his managing all of PAL’s. Marcel’s ability to mentor PAL youth for young people to express themselves inspiring PAL youth to be the best and a public agency employee, Marcel In 2004, after stints as an entrepreneur most likely influenced your PAL community leader Marcel has you were a PAL kid, employee or of Marcel Braithwaite. Whether you have been involved with PAL in the past 15 years – you If you have been involved with PAL and other youth organizations in making critical youth programming at PAL, and other youth organizations in New York City.

“I have had the privilege of working with committed, intelligent, and talented people to train, to solve problems, and to create new programs and opportunities for youth. It has been an honor!”

Marcel has now taken on a new challenge of this organization – to go out in the communities of New York City, representing the best of PAL and how we can better our PAL youth and their families as we serve.

In his new role of Director of Community Engagement, Marcel is taking the lead on deepening our connections with NYPD and other law enforcement partners to create deep, meaningful relationships with elected officials and public agencies, and learning to and sharing our expertise with stakeholders engaged in improving the lives of New Yorkers.

There are many steps. Under the leadership of PAL’s Executive Director Michael Watts, we are connected to nurturing our supporters – because you make sure we know that PAL support so that we understand that their financial contributions, but we are also managing critical youth programming at PAL and other youth organizations in New York City.

“My hope is that you will consider becoming a PAL Partner. There is a growing movement to bring justice to communities across the nation to help local leaders and community partners take ownership of creating conditions for change in their communities.”

Cops & Kids [Sports] is a great way for the NYPD to connect to the community. Kids have a safe place to go and interact with police and other stakeholders.

Matthew C. of Brooklyn, NY

PAL knows that the majority of our supporter have hearts that belong to our community. Marcel has continued to serve the PAL family. With your support and through these partnerships, PAL engages in a variety of positive service models, including our PAL Education program, which offers an opportunity to PAL and other youth organizations in their community simply to see what’s going on and offer help, building relationships with police officers helping kids helping kids and young people on a consistent basis.

PAL officers benefit from the interaction with community youth. PAL programs are engaged in productive activities. Police and communities from becoming victims or improving relations between police and communities. When police and PAL youth and can cultivate relationships with elected officials and community partners, PAL programs are designed to prevent youth in communities from becoming victims or partners in productive activities. Police and PAL youth and can cultivate relationships with elected officials and community partners. Because of this, PAL remains a vibrant and engaged in productive activities. Police officers and PAL youth and can cultivate relationships with elected officials and community partners.
train staff members to be professionals

Marcel’s ability to mentor PAL youth is an inspiration. “You help them see that what they can be. “You help every day throughout New York City, PAL is creating new stories.”

“I have had the privilege of working with committed, intelligent, and talented young people to train, to solve problems, and to create new programs and opportunities for youth. It has been an honor.”

I want to acknowledge the PAL staff and their families we serve.

Marcel has now taken on a new challenge of this organization—to go out and change the world. The PAL and learning how we can better serve young people and their families we serve.

Marcel is always happy to talk about how PAL can be even more connected to the communities we serve. If you have an idea or a story feel free to contact him at dbraithwaite@palnyc.org.

“I became a PAL donor to contribute what I can to help children do positive things and stay on the right track while growing up.”

MATthew C. Brossky, NY

PAL staff are great! Every week we hear from someone who grew up in PAL, and their stories are amazing. They tell us how being part of this organization has shaped their lives. Many even become members of our Board of Refraction. The letter below is fromnam, one of our past participants who are doing great things. If you love what we do and hope you will share your story with us! You can mail it in or call us at 1-800-PAL-4643 option 3.

Hopefully you will enjoy this story as much as did. Also, we hope you will join us to help PAL help every day throughout New York City, PAL is creating new stories.

If you have been involved with PAL in the past 15 years – you may well have some stories you’d like to share. You may have heard of to Marci Braithwaite. Whether you were a PAL kid, employee or community leader, Marcel has most likely influenced your PAL experience. In 2004, after stints as an entrepreneur and a public agency employee, Marcel returned to his former position as PAL’s Managing Staff person and became PAL’s youth to be the best they can be. “Youth development programs like PAL add vitality to communities by providing opportunities for young people to explore themselves and understand their own potential,” says Marcel on his role.

Marcel’s ability to mentor PAL youth-development professionals was recognized early on. As his responsibilities include afterschool and summer camp programs in New York City, Marcel continues to work with the staff members to be professionals and mentors to our young people. Marcel himself has mentioned many of PAL’s young staff members who now are managing critical youth programming at PAL and other youth organizations in New York City.

“We have the privilege of working with committed, intelligent, and talented young people to train, to solve problems, and to create new programs and opportunities for youth. It has been an honor.”

Marcel has now taken on a new challenge of the organization—to go out and change the world. The PAL and learning how we can better serve young people and their families we serve.

Marcel has taken the lead on deepening our connections with NYPD and other law enforcement partners. He believes that PAL’s strong relationships with elected officials and public agencies, and focusing on and sharing our expertise with stakeholders is imperative to shaping the image of New York City.

These are tough times. Under the leadership of PAL’s Executive Director, David Watts, we are committed to nurturing our supporters—because you make us feel like we help. “PAL supporters should know that we appreciate their financial contributions, but we also respect their deep connections in their communities,” says Marcel. “You help us and our staff understand the importance of yourPAL work—help us make connections with a variety of stakeholders, and you share your story with PAL, what a great way to make my work so meaningful.”

Marcel always feels good talking about how PAL can be even more connected to the communities we serve. If you have an idea or a story feel free to contact him at dbraithwaite@palnyc.org.
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“I became a PAL donor to contribute what I can to help children do positive things and stay on the right track while growing up.”

MATthew C. Brossky, NY

PAL knows that the majority of our supporters have hearts that are filled with mankind’s sentiments. That’s why we hope that you will consider becoming a PAL Partner. PAL will give you a monthly gift to support PAL’s mission of being The Best Friend a Kid Can Have without the members of PAL.

If you would like to learn more about becoming a “PAL PARTNER” please for more information. (516) 377-4643 x 353 or email her at crosenlaureen@palnyc.org.

PAL News

For over 100 years the Police Athletic League (PAL) has been a source of comfort and support for young people to express themselves in a positive way. PAL is a community of people who believe that, “youth development programs like PAL add vitality to communities by providing opportunities for young people to explore themselves and understand their own potential,” says Marcel on his role.

This principle has led to important relationships between police officers and communities. When police officers and youth engage in meaningful activities, they understand the similarities between their challenges, leading to stronger relationships and more effective partnerships with PAL. This unique nature program model of PLAYSTREETS, championed by Captain John Boexing in 1914, to our current collaboration with NYPD Neighborhood Coordination Officers, PAL is forged in our partnership with NYPD and the law enforcement community.

PAL News

If you would like to learn more about becoming a “PAL PARTNER” please visit our website at www.palnyc.org. For more information, call (516) 377-4643 x 353 or email her at crosenlaureen@palnyc.org.
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Thank you Officer Anderson!

The Police Athletic League’s special connection with the NYPD allows police officers to work closely with PAL youth throughout the city, bridging a gap between the NYPD and the communities they serve. These officers act as vibrant, inspirational role models for the boys and girls at PAL, and Police Officer Lamont Anderson is just one example.

In 2017, PAL acknowledged Police Officer Lamont Anderson in our NYPD newsletter for his time and work he dedicated to PAL youth. He is retiring after 25 years as an officer but plans to continue volunteering to PAL, as he former assistant district manager for the five boroughs. The influence PAL has had on his educational and social development. This influence is what inspires him to continue paying it forward.

By providing the opportunity for PAL youth to interact with police officers, 95% of students say their outlook towards the law enforcement has changed for the better. When asked about PAL’s importance to our community, Officer Lamont Anderson agrees. “This work is imperative because kids watch us and are a negative peer group. If we don’t involve ourselves, outside of working with children is the community humanizes the police in their eyes.”

Officer Anderson’s involvement with PAL’s Cops and Kids Sports Programs continues to bond with our kids all year round playing flag football, baseball, volleyball, and soccer. Police Officers also serve as volunteer coaches to neighborhood youth. Using a competitive sports team model, older PAL kids play different sports with police officers in our Cops and Kids Program – competing and developing meaningful relationships. Working with kids at an early age helps you to see their growth. It is a rewarding feeling when you see a timid child step up to your shoulder and say “I’m going to be the best kid at the events PAL.”

In 2019, Officer Anderson’s involvement with PAL’s Cops and Kids Sports Programs continues to bond with our kids all year round playing flag football, baseball, volleyball, and soccer. Police Officers also serve as volunteer coaches to neighborhood youth. Using a competitive sports team model, older PAL kids play different sports with police officers in our Cops and Kids Program – competing and developing meaningful relationships. Working with kids at an early age helps you to see their growth. It is a rewarding feeling when you see a timid child step up to your shoulder and say “I’m going to be the best kid at the events PAL.”

Thank you Officer Anderson!

The Police Athletic League’s special connection with the NYPD allows police officers to work closely with PAL youth throughout the city, bridging a gap between the NYPD and the communities they serve. These officers act as vibrant, inspirational role models for the boys and girls at PAL, and Police Officer Lamont Anderson is just one example.

In 2017, PAL acknowledged Police Officer Lamont Anderson in our NYPD newsletter for his time and work he dedicated to PAL youth. He is retiring after 25 years as an officer but plans to continue volunteering to PAL, as he former assistant district manager for the five boroughs. The influence PAL has had on his educational and social development. This influence is what inspires him to continue paying it forward.

By providing the opportunity for PAL youth to interact with police officers, 95% of students say their outlook towards the law enforcement has changed for the better. When asked about PAL’s importance to our community, Officer Lamont Anderson agrees. “This work is imperative because kids watch us and are a negative peer group. If we don’t involve ourselves, outside of working with children is the community humanizes the police in their eyes.”

Officer Anderson’s involvement with PAL’s Cops and Kids Sports Programs continues to bond with our kids all year round playing flag football, baseball, volleyball, and soccer. Police Officers also serve as volunteer coaches to neighborhood youth. Using a competitive sports team model, older PAL kids play different sports with police officers in our Cops and Kids Program – competing and developing meaningful relationships. Working with kids at an early age helps you to see their growth. It is a rewarding feeling when you see a timid child step up to your shoulder and say “I’m going to be the best kid at the events PAL.”
YOU MAKE EVERY SEASON AT PAL AN EXCITING ONE!

ers, alumni, and volunteers – we are the “Best Friend A Kid Ever Had”! The Board of Directors, PAL Staff, Police Officers, support-of individuals who support PAL. We often say that together

"Our staff and volunteers make PAL the best because we don’t just provide kids with a menu option. Of course, you can always give us a call at 1-800-PAL-4KIDS, option 3. You can mail it to us or send it through our website PALNYC.ORG. If you want to
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The Police Athletic League’s special connection with the NYPD allows police officers to work closely with PAL through the city, bridging a gap between the NYPD and the communities they serve. These officers act as vibrant, inspirational role models for the boys and girls at PAL, and Police Officer Lamont Anderson is just one example.

In 2017, PAL acknowledged Police Officer Lamont Anderson in our Fall newsletter for his hard work and dedication to PAL. He is retiring after 25 years of service with PAL. An officer began working with PAL at 21 and over the years his influence has bad on his educational and social development. This influence is what inspires him to continue paying it forward. By providing the opportunity for PAL youth to interact with police officers, 85% of students say their outlook towards the law enforcement has changed for the better. When asked about PAL’s importance to our communities, Police Officer Lamont Anderson agrees. “This work is imperative because kids must have a positive perspective of law enforcement officers. Our PAL kids are the future of the profession. We all have a job to do, to bring up the next generation of officers.”

In the fall of 2012, Officer Anderson was named PAL’s Volunteer of the Year. He has been recognized for his dedication to PAL youth, as an officer but plans to continue volunteering for a Cops and Kids sports league- these dedicated officers are there for you.

Besides our NYPD volunteers, we have a dedicated core of corporate and individual volunteers. The individual give of their time is a myriad of ways at PAL Centers in all five boroughs. We also have a dedicated group of over 1200 corporate professionals known as The PAL Corporate Partners. This group meets bi-monthly and is spearheaded volunteer programs focusing on our teen volunteers. Volunteers are another group that is profoundly affecting the lives of children at PAL.

And it is nothing new. Rarely a week goes by where we don’t hear from PAL alumni about their PAL experience and how it has changed their lives. I do not doubt that there are many, many more people who have thought about sharing their PAL story, I just doubt that some of those people reading this right now are thinking about your PAL story. You can mail it to us or send it through our website PALNYC.ORG. If you want to share your PAL story. I’ll bet that some of those people reading this right now have a PAL experience to share. We are looking forward to a special evening. PAL has many other champions who, like Officer Anderson in our Fall newsletter for his hard work and dedication to PAL. He is retiring after 25 years of service with PAL. An officer began working with PAL at 21 and over the years his influence has bad on his educational and social development. This influence is what inspires him to continue paying it forward. By providing the opportunity for PAL youth to interact with police officers, 85% of students say their outlook towards the law enforcement has changed for the better. When asked about PAL’s importance to our communities, Police Officer Lamont Anderson agrees. “This work is imperative because kids must have a positive perspective of law enforcement officers. Our PAL kids are the future of the profession. We all have a job to do, to bring up the next generation of officers.”

In the fall of 2012, Officer Anderson was named PAL’s Volunteer of the Year. He has been recognized for his dedication to PAL youth, as an officer but plans to continue volunteering for a Cops and Kids sports league- these dedicated officers are there for you.

Besides our NYPD volunteers, we have a dedicated core of corporate and individual volunteers. The individual give of their time is a myriad of ways at PAL Centers in all five boroughs. We also have a dedicated group of over 1200 corporate professionals known as The PAL Corporate Partners. This group meets bi-monthly and is spearheaded volunteer programs focusing on our teen volunteers. Volunteers are another group that is profoundly affecting the lives of children at PAL.

And it is nothing new. Rarely a week goes by where we don’t hear from PAL alumni about their PAL experience and how it has changed their lives. I do not doubt that there are many, many more people who have thought about sharing their PAL story, I just doubt that some of those people reading this right now are thinking about your PAL story. You can mail it to us or send it through our website PALNYC.ORG. If you want to share your PAL story. I’ll bet that some of those people reading this right now have a PAL experience to share. We are looking forward to a special evening. PAL has many other champions who, like Officer Anderson in our Fall newsletter for his hard work and dedication to PAL. He is retiring after 25 years of service with PAL. An officer began working with PAL at 21 and over the years his influence has bad on his educational and social development. This influence is what inspires him to continue paying it forward. By providing the opportunity for PAL youth to interact with police officers, 85% of students say their outlook towards the law enforcement has changed for the better. When asked about PAL’s importance to our communities, Police Officer Lamont Anderson agrees. “This work is imperative because kids must have a positive perspective of law enforcement officers. Our PAL kids are the future of the profession. We all have a job to do, to bring up the next generation of officers.”

In the fall of 2012, Officer Anderson was named PAL’s Volunteer of the Year. He has been recognized for his dedication to PAL youth, as an officer but plans to continue volunteering for a Cops and Kids sports league- these dedicated officers are there for you.

Besides our NYPD volunteers, we have a dedicated core of corporate and individual volunteers. The individual give of their time is a myriad of ways at PAL Centers in all five boroughs. We also have a dedicated group of over 1200 corporate professionals known as The PAL Corporate Partners. This group meets bi-monthly and is spearheaded volunteer programs focusing on our teen volunteers. Volunteers are another group that is profoundly affecting the lives of children at PAL.

And it is nothing new. Rarely a week goes by where we don’t hear from PAL alumni about their PAL experience and how it has changed their lives. I do not doubt that there are many, many more people who have thought about sharing their PAL story, I just doubt that some of those people reading this right now are thinking about your PAL story. You can mail it to us or send it through our website PALNYC.ORG. If you want to share your PAL story. I’ll bet that some of those people reading this right now have a PAL experience to share. We are looking forward to a special evening. PAL has many other champions who, like Officer Anderson in our Fall newsletter for his hard work and dedication to PAL. He is retiring after 25 years of service with PAL. An officer began working with PAL at 21 and over the years his influence has bad on his educational and social development. This influence is what inspires him to continue paying it forward. By providing the opportunity for PAL youth to interact with police officers, 85% of students say their outlook towards the law enforcement has changed for the better. When asked about PAL’s importance to our communities, Police Officer Lamont Anderson agrees. “This work is imperative because kids must have a positive perspective of law enforcement officers. Our PAL kids are the future of the profession. We all have a job to do, to bring up the next generation of officers.”

In the fall of 2012, Officer Anderson was named PAL’s Volunteer of the Year. He has been recognized for his dedication to PAL youth, as an officer but plans to continue volunteering for a Cops and Kids sports league- these dedicated officers are there for you.

Besides our NYPD volunteers, we have a dedicated core of corporate and individual volunteers. The individual give of their time is a myriad of ways at PAL Centers in all five boroughs. We also have a dedicated group of over 1200 corporate professionals known as The PAL Corporate Partners. This group meets bi-monthly and is spearheaded volunteer programs focusing on our teen volunteers. Volunteers are another group that is profoundly affecting the lives of children at PAL.

And it is nothing new. Rarely a week goes by where we don’t hear from PAL alumni about their PAL experience and how it has changed their lives. I do not doubt that there are many, many more people who have thought about sharing their PAL story, I just doubt that some of those people reading this right now are thinking about your PAL story. You can mail it to us or send it through our website PALNYC.ORG. If you want to share your PAL story. I’ll bet that some of those people reading this right now have a PAL experience to share. We are looking forward to a special evening. PAL has many other champions who, like Officer Anderson in our Fall newsletter for his hard work and dedication to PAL. He is retiring after 25 years of service with PAL. An officer began working with PAL at 21 and over the years his influence has bad on his educational and social development. This influence is what inspires him to continue paying it forward. By providing the opportunity for PAL youth to interact with police officers, 85% of students say their outlook towards the law enforcement has changed for the better. When asked about PAL’s importance to our communities, Police Officer Lamont Anderson agrees. “This work is imperative because kids must have a positive perspective of law enforcement officers. Our PAL kids are the future of the profession. We all have a job to do, to bring up the next generation of officers.”

In the fall of 2012, Officer Anderson was named PAL’s Volunteer of the Year. He has been recognized for his dedication to PAL youth, as an officer but plans to continue volunteering for a Cops and Kids sports league- these dedicated officers are there for you.
Dear Friends and Supporters,

PAL has always had the good fortune to have strong leaders in its store. For 56 years, the Honorable Robert M. Morgenthau has helped lead the organization, and this year he celebrates his 100th birthday. PAL will be honoring him at our Spring Gala on May 26th in New York. We look forward to celebrating with you, and to honoring our honorees.

Thank You Officer Anderson!

The Police Athletic League’s special connection with the NYPD allows police officers to work closely with PAL youth throughout the city, bridging a gap between the NYPD and the communities they serve. These officers act as vital, inspirational role models for the boys and girls who receive PAL’s services. Police Officer Lamont Anderson is just one example.

In 2017, PAL acknowledged Police Officer Lamont Anderson in our Fall newsletter for the time and effort he has dedicated to PAL youth. He is retiring after 25 years of service, and we are all grateful for his time here with PAL. As a former member of the police force, Officer Anderson’s involvement with PAL helps bridge the gap between the NYPD and the neighborhoods they serve.

The stories we hear make it clear that those people who choose to support PAL with donations have made the right choice. We could not work with over 30,000 youth each year without the additional support of our individual, foundation, corporate and corporate donors. I am particularly proud of the number of individuals who support PAL. We often say to each other, ‘The Board of Directors, PAL Staff, Police Officers, support groups, alumni, and volunteer – we are the ‘Best Friend a Kid Can Have,’ and we strive to prove it to you daily.

Thank you all for all you do for PAL.

Frederick J. Watts
Executive Director
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Volunteers

The Police Athletic League can provide wonderful programming thanks to its amazing support of volunteers. Each year PAL hosts over 20 events where corporations and individuals come together to support PAL’s daily programming.

One of the organizations that has dutifully supported PAL’s participants is Con Edison. Supporting PAL programming for over 20 years, Con Edison has provided 50 volunteers annually. Their presence is counted on to help deliver the annual Holiday Party and to assist with activities at the party each year. Con Edison also supports our after-school program, PAL-NYC Keep Kids Safe. Among our most important contributors are our individual volunteers, who dedicate their time to support our centers. Bart M. Schwartz has been volunteer- ing for PAL for over a year now, the states with our special events, and actively helps our staff as a hard-working administrative assistant. Bart’s say, “I enjoy volunteering at PAL because I love the work environment, and I see the difference it makes when I work with kids.”

The Police Athletic League, a group of young professional PAL supporters, enters their second year this year focusing on volunteering with PAL’s teen programming. They are expecting to have an even more meaningful year than their first, as they hope to have PAL officers to work closely with PAL youth throughout the city, bridging a gap between the NYPD and the communities they serve. These officers act as vital, inspirational role models for the boys and girls who receive PAL’s services. Police Officer Lamont Anderson is just one example.

In 2017, PAL acknowledged Police Office- er Anderson in our Fall newsletter for the time and effort he has dedicated to PAL youth. He is retiring after 25 years of service, and we are all grateful for his time here with PAL. As a former member of the police force, Officer Anderson’s involvement with PAL helps bridge the gap between the NYPD and the neighborhoods they serve. The stories we hear make it clear that those people who choose to support PAL with donations have made the right choice. We could not work with over 30,000 youth each year without the additional support of our individual, foundation, corporate and corporate donors. I am particularly proud of the number of individuals who support PAL. We often say to each other, ‘The Board of Directors, PAL Staff, Police Officers, support groups, alumni, and volunteer – we are the ‘Best Friend a Kid Can Have,’ and we strive to prove it to you daily.

Thank you all for all you do for PAL.

Frederick J. Watts
Executive Director
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Thank you all for all you do for PAL.

Frederick J. Watts
Executive Director

You MAKE EVERY SEASON AT PAL ANY EXCITING ONE!

Friends and Supporters,

PAL has always had the good fortune to have strong leaders in its store. For 56 years, the Honorable Robert M. Morgenthau has helped lead the organization, and this year he celebrates 100th birthday. PAL will be honoring him at our Spring Gala on May 26th in New York. We look forward to celebrating with you, and to honoring our honorees.

Thank You Officer Anderson!

The Police Athletic League’s special connection with the NYPD allows police officers to work closely with PAL youth throughout the city, bridging a gap between the NYPD and the communities they serve. These officers act as vital, inspirational role models for the boys and girls who receive PAL’s services. Police Officer Lamont Anderson is just one example.

In 2017, PAL acknowledged Police Officer Lamont Anderson in our Fall newsletter for the time and effort he has dedicated to PAL youth. He is retiring after 25 years of service, and we are all grateful for his time here with PAL. As a former member of the police force, Officer Anderson’s involvement with PAL helps bridge the gap between the NYPD and the neighborhoods they serve. The stories we hear make it clear that those people who choose to support PAL with donations have made the right choice. We could not work with over 30,000 youth each year without the additional support of our individual, foundation, corporate and corporate donors. I am particularly proud of the number of individuals who support PAL. We often say to each other, ‘The Board of Directors, PAL Staff, Police Officers, support groups, alumni, and volunteer – we are the ‘Best Friend a Kid Can Have,’ and we strive to prove it to you daily.

Thank you all for all you do for PAL.

Frederick J. Watts
Executive Director

You MAKE EVERY SEASON AT PAL ANY EXCITING ONE!
PAL alumni are great! Every week, we hear from someone who grew up in PAL, and their stories are inspiring. They tell how being part of the organization has shaped and molded their lives. Many even become members of PAL’s board of directors. The letter below is just one example of the stories we are sharing with you. If you know a story you hope you will share your story as well. You can reach us at a PAL-4KIDS option 3.

Hopefully, you will enjoy this alumni story as much as we did. Also, we hope that you will join us to help PAL youth this holiday season. If you have memories as a PAL kid or a story feel free to contact him at 212-477-9450 x. 386 or visit www.palnyc.org.

ALUMNI STORIES

I became a PAL donor to contribute what I can to help children do positive things and stay on the right track while growing up.

Matthew C. of Brooklyn, NY

PAL knows that the majority of its supporters have hearts that hold PAL’s heartfelt sentiments. They’re the kind of people who hope that you will consider becoming a fitness donor to PAL, because you can share a special gift of PAL. Your gift will provide young people and their families the important and positive experience they receive.

PAL News

Cops & Kids (Sports) is a great way for the NYPD to connect to the community. Kids have a safe place to go and interact with positive role models.

– Former NYPD Community Affairs, Lesser Holmes, Borough President

PAL News

For over 100 years the Police Athletic League (PAL) has provided a forum for youth to become productive citizens of society by improving their skills in athletic and life skills.

This principle has led to improved relations between police officers and community. When police officers and youth engage in meaningful activities, they understand each other’s differences, leading to increased trust. PAL is a unique sports model program of PLAYSTREETS, championed by Captain John Sweeney, in 1914, to our current collaboration with NYPD Neighborhood Coordination Officers, PAL is forged in its partnership with NYPD and the law enforcement community.

With your support and through these partnerships, PAL engage in a variety of projects that bring PAL and other youth organizations in New York City together.

If you have been involved with PAL in the past 15 years – you know of Marci Braithwaite. Whether you were a PAL kid, employee or community leader. Marcel has most likely influenced your PAL experience.

In 2004, after stints as an entrepreneur and a public agency employee, Marcel joined PAL as its manager. Personnel staff and members were happy to see their young people and their families.

If you have the privilege of working with Marcel, you will be inspired by the people around you. Marcel is the type of leader who respects their deep connections in their neighborhoods and wants to inspire PAL youth to be the best they can be.

Marcel has taken on a new challenge of this organization to go out in the communities of New York City, representing the best of PAL, and learning how we can better engage with PAL youth and PAL families.

If you have ever worked with or been involved with PAL – you know of Marci Braithwaite. Whether you were a PAL kid, employee or community leader. Marcel has most likely influenced your PAL experience.

In 2004, after stints as an entrepreneur and a public agency employee, Marcel joined PAL as its manager. Personnel staff and members were happy to see their young people and their families.

Marcel has now taken on a new challenge of this organization to go out in the communities of New York City, representing the best of PAL, and learning how we can better engage with PAL youth and PAL families.

Marcel’s ability to mentor PAL youth development professionals was recognized early on. As his responsibilities grew, so did his ability to mentor PAL youth.

As Marcel continues to work alongside his team to be a positive role model, we would like to recognize Marcel as a leader who embodies PAL’s values.

Marcel’s ability to mentor PAL youth development professionals was recognized early on. As his responsibilities grew, so did his ability to mentor PAL youth.

As Marcel continues to work alongside his team to be a positive role model, we would like to recognize Marcel as a leader who embodies PAL’s values.
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